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1 Outline of Project

Conclusion Purpose
Devised

Change

Purpose:
" Engineering & Manufacturing Technology " which utilized the design technique
raises a student's interest and sense of purpose.It acts as a professor of the
various methodology for creativity exertion (QFD, TRIZ, etc.) systematically. and
the base of creativity is raised by making the creativity experience.
Outline of project
1. Basic of design process and the thinking method
・Marketing, brainstorming, KJ method
Object:
2. Basic of industrial concept
The fourth grader
3. Thinking and a business solution method
from whom a special
・QFD, TRIZ, etc
field of study differs.
4. Sensitivity design
・Basic of design, CAD/CAM
5. Presentation
6. Exhibition
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2. The situation of a lesson
We cared about that students made it know especially that a free
and generous discussion and a high target are challenged and that a
subject is attained.

The situation of
a lesson
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3. The educational concept of this project
Students did not fear failure but challenged thinking / action
process thoroughly.
※ thinking / action process ＝competency
Field-work

Knowledge
•Practice
•Practice teamwork
teamwork and
and challenge
challenge
•Experience
•Experience goal
goal achievement
achievement
•Experience
•Experience the
the cultural
cultural
communication
communication accepted
accepted mutually
mutually

Action
Net-work

•Practice
•Practice some
some knowledge
knowledge
•Try
•Try new
new paradigm
paradigm of
of aa product
product
development
development process
process
•Support
•Support power
power of
of discerning
discerning essence
essence

Experience

•Consider
•Consider concepts
concepts
•Hypothesis
•Hypothesis testing.
testing.
•Investigate
•Investigate Needs
Needs
•Abstract
•Abstract
•Create
•Create idea
idea

Motivation

Thinking
Conceptwork
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4 Which will be useful skill for you ??（2011）
（2011）

Devised

Change

Many students have recognized the high possibilities of TRIZ in
much skill.
Marketing
Brainstorming
Group work

Process flow

Student; 16
At least a priority is scored
independently.

Concept design
QFD
Basic of thinking
TRIZ
Sketch
Color trainning
3DCAD
Model
Design
Power point
Presentation skill
Review
0

10

Effect（score）

20

30
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5 The definition of motivation and theory to prove
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Devised

Change

① Curiosity, Challenge
⇒ Vroom’s expectancy theory
② The meaning and a feeling of organizational contribution
which perform a theme
⇒ Atkinson’s expectancy-value model, Frankl’s will-to-meaning
Vroom’s expectancy theory

③ Communication of a team etc.
⇒ The need for relatedness by Edward Deci, Social need/love and
belonging by Maslow

④ It is praised by a lecturer, a member, customer, etc.
⇒ Maslow’s esteem, Frankl’s will-to-meaning
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